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PELICAN CRUISE FACTSHEET

Offering a 4‐stars cruise experience in Halong Bay, our 3‐boats fleet will take you for an unforgettable discovery,
offering the best program for visiting and enjoying the bay’s natural wonders. Pelican 1 will operate since early
2012, while Pelican 2 and 3 will be launched later in 2012 and 2013.
With three similar boats providing 22 double cabins, ranging from 16m2 to wider suites, our fleet’s outstanding
settings will be yours for the whole length of your stay on board, and our friendly and well trained crew will answer
each of your requests to make your stay on board a warm experience.
Our restaurant is opened to serve you from breakfast to lunch and dinner, in a mix of Western and Vietnamese
fine cooking, while the wide upper sundeck allows you to contemplate sunset while sipping an aperitif.
State‐of‐the art security conditions are our guaranty for an unforgettable journey.

Equipment
•
•
•
•
•

Private bathroom with hot water, hair‐dryer, and all amenities
Air‐conditioning
Mosquito net
Complimentary drinking water
State‐of‐the‐art security devices, including in‐room oxygen tubs

Pelican Safety Policy
Highest security standards will be provided through state‐of‐the‐art equipments and a continuous coaching of the
crew. The fleet’s vessels will operate the latest electronic devices to operate safe cruises in all sea and weather
conditions: sonars and radars, engines’ control and fire detection will prevent any sort of possible damage on the
boats: Alarm devices linked to a central monitoring system, smoke sensors and fire extinguishers, hydrants and
hoses, life jackets and clear emergency instructions. Local and international crew will be trained to implement
clear safetyprocesses, while a speed boats’ fleet will be ready 24/24 to operate emergency rescue.
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Itineraries & Excursions

Our itinerary will take you for a discovery of Halong Bay’s best of following different formulas to take you for a ride
amidst the magic archipelago; and depending on the length of the cruise, you’ll enjoy a global overview of different
wonders that this UNESCO World Heritage site has to offer. ♦ Two days Halong Bay Discovery Cruise ♦ Three days
Halong Bay Discovery Cruise ♦ Charter cruises for the privileged freedom of customizing your journey
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